
 

 

 

 

 

 

Series Overview 

We’re excited to launch the AIA Dallas Sustainability and High Performance Series, a follow-up 

to our 2014 AIA+2030 Series.  Following our 2014 series, we asked participants about their 

obstacles in implementing the 2030 Challenge and what they needed for better success.  The four 

most popular responses included: 

 a need to change firm culture 

 a lack of tools and resources to help sell high performance to clients 

 a need for exposure to successful eco-charrette implementation 

 more training in energy analysis tools that would inform early design 

AIA Dallas heard you and we’ve created the following four-part series to help you achieve your 

goals.   Registration is available per session or for the entire series.  As in 2014, series registrants 

can share their “seat” with anyone in their firm. 

Session 1 Overview 

Being a truly green firm is about more than just being “able” to deliver third party certification. 

It's about aligning overall company vision, management, operations and project delivery with the 

demands of integrative design and collaborative relationships – and measuring company 

performance improvements as a result. Whether your firm delivers LEED on every project or 

not, you can develop the internal systems, processes and protocols to ensure a higher level of 

performance across the board. The strategies that you put in place improve internal efficiency 

and position your company to be a truly “green” firm, and differentiate yourselves in a very 

competitive market. Companies who are successful realize improved project performance, 

increased profits and happier clients. 

This is an interactive workshop that facilitates a process of discovery and strategy. Participants 

are led through a series of small and large group exercises that build on each other, beginning 

with self-assessment and goal setting, and culminating with strategy formulation and 

implementation planning. Whatever stage the participant’s companies are at, they will leave with 

valuable strategies to achieve their goals and pursue continuous improvement. 



Session 2 Overview 

In late 2013, Jerry Kettler of Facilities Performance Associates brought together building 

owners, community representatives, and design professionals to form the Dallas 2030 

District.  The Dallas 2030 District is an interdisciplinary public-private-nonprofit collaborative 

working to create a groundbreaking high performance building district in downtown Dallas. 

With the Architecture 2030 Challenge providing property performance targets, the Dallas 2030 

District seeks to prove that high performing buildings are the most profitable buildings in Dallas. 

District Members will do this by developing realistic, measurable, and innovative strategies to 

assist district property owners, managers, and tenants in meeting aggressive goals that keep 

properties and businesses competitive while operating buildings more efficiently, reducing costs, 

and reducing the environmental impacts of facility construction, operation, and maintenance. 

In 2014, AIA Dallas completed its first AIA+2030 Professional Series, geared toward  green-

collar workers in the architecture and engineering fields to design buildings that use 60% less 

energy. The AIA+2030 Series gave professionals the knowledge and leverage to create next-

generation, super-efficient buildings—and to provide firms with the skills that would set them 

apart in the marketplace. 

Why is Dallas making moves to meet the Architecture 2030 Challenge?  Because we believe we 

can.  During this presentation at Earth Day Texas, hear from the owners, community leaders, and 

design professionals that have taken on this challenge and why.  

Session 3 Overview 

During the 2014 AIA+2030 Dallas Series, participants reported a lack of tools and resources for 

selling strategies and providing RIO’s as their number one obstacle in achieving high 

performance buildings.  During this session, participants will learn the following: 

 How to persuade clients to have a conversation about high performance 
 Skills in running an Eco-Charrette as a means to incorporate the entire design team and a way to 

list feasible strategies for further investigation 
 How to set passive, active, and renewable energy reduction goals 
 Software for providing clients with an early RIO 
 How to present findings to clients for buy-in and implementation 

Training will be followed by an application exercise where teams will analyze a project and 

provide their strategies and cost analysis to the class and trainers for peer-review.    

Session 4 Overview 

The best time to influence passive design is during the early phase of decision-making and 

alongside the team.  However, there are many analysis software available, and they all inform 

design differently and provide different reports for clients.  In addition, there are few classes 

available for designers to learn these tools and gain proficiency that can be used at the firm 

level.  During this session, attendees will learn the pros and cons of the tools currently available 



and will dive into several tools for firm application.  The intent is to still need your engineer for 

active system design, but not to ask him to compensate for a poor passive system. 

 


